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Location: Grassed central area surrounded by
housing, roads on three sides, footpath on fourth.
Planting and empty paved area at end nearest to
housing, pumping station at opposite end. Some
planted area around central grassed area. Grass is
established but patchy in places with poor quality
soil and uneven surface preventing a lawn quality
finish.
Resonances: The location was formerly the centre
spot of the Boothferry Park football ground, home to
Hull City AFC. The artwork brief requires an
acknowledgement of the site’s heritage without the
artwork being a memorial or too specifically football
related and to also acknowledge the new beginning
as a housing development.
Considerations: The pumping station is a significant
presence and dominates the site with a large box,
two vertical pipes and a concreted surface
approximately a quarter of the size of the grassed
area. Artwork will vie for attention with this
structure.
Housing is particularly close to the site on one side,
so any artwork must take into consideration that it
will be in direct and close view of those houses.
The grassed area may need access for mowing and
the area may be desired for children’s play activities
and ball games.
The central area has been reported by residents as
occasionally being a focus for antisocial behaviour
and concerns have been raised about potential
vandalism of any artwork.
Proposed approach: It has already been agreed
that the artwork should incorporate text elements
gathered from engagement with local residents and
Hull City football fans. These will be mixed together
and presented without references so there is a
deliberate ambiguity as to whether a quote is
referring to moving into a new home, or going to a
football match.
An artwork with a bulky enough presence to
dominate the pumping station seems inappropriate
for the location and probably not achievable to any
great quality within the budget. Therefore the
following options were explored:
1. multiples spread across a wide area in order to
achieve a wider presence than the pumping station
box and pipes. Possible issue with this approach
would be restricting use of the grassed area and
difficulty in mowing the grass. Initial artwork designs
were rejected for this reason.
2. sculptural elements integrated with the planting
leaving the grassed area untouched. Artwork
proposals for the panted areas were also rejected
due to maintenance issues.
3. custom sculptural seating integrated into the
paved area was accepted as an idea worth exploring
further and research into the nature of paving was
carried out suggesting it would be suitable for
artwork that did not rely on the paving for stability or
that could function as a lever to remove slabs.
Removal of some paving slabs to provide deeper
foundations has not been explored due to cost and
potential disruption to the remaining paving.
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Concept: Custom-designed ‘sit-able’ shapes
featuring quotes from engagement.
Inspiration: Rows of seating and lettering styles
found on the seating in Boothferry Park stadium.
The shapes also echo boxes/crates used for moving
house thus echoing the two topics of engagement.

Materials: Steel. Single sheets bent to cube shapes,
coated for protection against corrosion. Possibly a
combination of a natural (or simulated) finish
outside with powder coated amber centre.

Use of text elements: Each shape contains multiple
quotes from the engagement cut into the metal that
also act as functional holes to allow rainwater to run
off the seat surface.

Installation method: Bolted to the paving. Cubes
positioned over multiple paving slabs will provide a
secure unmovable base

450mm

450mm
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